
Ref: AISV-27th WR- 30th OCTOBER TO 3rd NOVEMBER 2023

Dear Parents

Greetings!

Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV-27th WR-
30th OCTOBER TO 3rd NOVEMBER 2023

ASSEMBLY TIME

Prayer
Affirmations
Gurukulam
Birthday Celebration
Mass Drill
National Anthem
National Song
School Anthem

FOUNDATIONAL STAGE (NURSERY TO C2)

NURSERY

Circle Time/Observe and
Discuss

Twinkling twinkles enthusiastically participated
in the class activities as part of Festival of light
celebration and enjoyment.

Pre-writing skill Little fingers happily scribbled on the floor and
board.

Literacy skills Kids matched big letters to its small letter and
also traced the small b in WS.

Pre-Math skills Little masters counted and traced Number 1 to
5 and also pasted the missing numbers.



GK(picture talk) Kids enthusiastically gave answers to the
questions asked from different GK topics.

Motor skills(fine/gross) Little champs enjoyed different activities and
puzzles in the activity room during free play.

Rhymes & Stories We know to sequence the story, thus little stars
arranged the story pictures in correct order.

LOWER KINDERGARTEN

Circle Time/Observe & Discuss Kids were explained the importance of Diwali
and were shown a story on the same.

Literacy skills Kids were explained the story of page no. 49
and they completed the exercise in their TB.

Kids were revised to ‘a’ family words (an and
ad) and practised writing in their NB.

Numeracy skills Kids were introduced to Number 40 and 41 and
they practised the same in their TB.
They were revised Numbers 37, 38, 39 and 40
and they practised writing the same in their NB.

Language smart (Hindi) Kids were introduced छ and they practised the
same in their NB.
Kids were introduced to हमारे प�ी from their TB.
They were also revised Swar.

GK(picture talk) Kids were introduced to a new topic Birds and
were explained about the flightless birds, water
birds and colourful birds from their TB.
Kids were introduced to a new topic Diwali -
The festival of lights (picture Talk) from their
TB.



Art & Craft Kids coloured an elephant in their Drawing -B
TB.

Motor skills (fine/gross) Little Artist pasted pencil shaving on the Diya
and also coloured the festoons and wrote Happy
Diwali in their Yuva Drawing book.

Little dancers danced to the Diwali song -’Mere
tumhare sabke liye-Happy Diwali’.

Rhymes & Stories Kids were revised to the rhyme of Five little sea
creatures and completed the rhyme. They
pasted stickers of sea creatures in their TB.

Kids were introduced to a new rhyme. I am a
pretty Bulbul. They pasted stickers on their TB.

UPPER KINDERGARTEN

Observe and discuss/Circle
time

Little twinkles took part in the Class group
activity in making a Rangoli with flower petals
as part of Diwali celebration.

Literacy skills Students were introduced to paragraph writing
and they also practised writing "nk" and "ng"
words and sentences. They have revised magic
e words during the phonics sessio.

Numeracy skills Students were introduced to the concept of
subtractions. They also revised additions.

Language smart (Hindi) Students practised writing तीन वण� वाले श�द.They
also practiced solving Hindi worksheet.

Rhymes & Stories Little Champs were introduced to the new
rhymes of "The sun and the moon", "Seasons
of the year" and "Tick tik ghadi".



GK(picture talk) Students practised writing months of the year
and they solved the Gk worksheet.

Art & Craft Little kids enjoyed drawing and colouring
Happy Diwali "Diya" drawing in their Sundaram
book and filled colour in the image of A Clown
and The Sun in Craft C.

Grade 1&2: Gurukulam

Moment to be with self!
Know more about yourself by being calm, where the little minds get ready to
pave their path in the practical world.
The path they walk along in the Gurukulam session is with prayers, breathing
exercises, concentration techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants.
The session gives all a chance to close their eyes and introspect. Attain a few
moments of calmness and time with: “Self”.

GRADE 1

Literacy skills Kids learned the concept of has, have, do, does with textual
exercises, in stencil - Worlds Around us -The Ocean
explained, practice worksheet, Oral test done.

Alphanumeric One many and plural concept.
Students learned Letters of Cursive (Ii, Jj) in G.K/Cursive
notebook.l

Numeracy skills Introduction of 5&10's table, received 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10's
tables orally and attempted practice worksheet.

Mental Maths: Explained multiplication by skip counting and
multiplication fact by textual exercise.



Science around us
things

Keeping Clean and Fit - textual exercises, Practice
worksheet, reading done.

Language Smart -
Hindi

�व�याथ�ओ ने ओ और औ क� मा�ा सीखी और ओ क� मा�ा क� बाराखड़ी
�लखी. और काय�प�क �लखा. और अ�यास �कया । ठेलेवाला छैला क�वता का
पनुरावत�न �कया।

Hindi Lab:- �व�याथ�ओ ने सं�या (अकं) का पनुरावत�न �कया और दो�त�
को कहानी सनुाई ।

Art & Craft Pg 21 figure of doll colouring done.
Students enjoyed crayoning in HAPPY DIWALI drawing.

Smart Tech -
Computer

Kids had solved the Computer worksheets.

Dance Students practised dance for the melange.

Library Little champs enjoyed a story telling and reading session on
Story “The Greedy Lion” during the library period.

PE Students learnt about karate front punch, upper and side
punch, upper kick.

GRADE 2

Literacy skills English Stencil - Students wrote question answers of the
poem 'Our club' in their notebooks and they were introduced
to the L.7 'Dream writer'.

English Grammar - Kids learned the concept of
'was/were/had/did' and 'will sleep' along with textual
exercises.

English Cafe - Students attempted class tests in the form of
a worksheet. And wrote the Diwali fast facts in their English
notebook.

Numeracy skills Kids practised multiplication exercises in their notebooks.
They also attempted a class test of ch.6 Multiplication in the
form of worksheet.

Mental Maths -Word Problems of Multiplication done in
Notebook for Practice.

Science around
us

Kids were introduced to the new chapter 13. Light and
shadow along with textual exercises. They also attempted a
class test of Chapter.12 Water in the form of worksheet.

Language Smart
- Hindi

पाठ - १२ “ख�ुशयाँ लटुाते �योहार” का अ�यास काय� करवाया गया।
�याकरण - पाठ - १४ “अनेक श�द� के �लए एक श�द” का पनुरावत�न करवाया
गया। ।



Art & Craft Students drew and coloured Racket and ball in their Art &
Craft book and also made diya by using craft papers and
other decorative materials as part of Diwali celebration.

Smart tech -
Computer

Kids were revised with Ch-4 Exploring MS Paint and wrote
important notes of the same chapter in their notebook.

Dance Students practised dance for the melange.

Music Kids enjoyed song for Diwali celebration.

Life Skills Kids were shown and explained a PPT for National Unity day
on the occasion of birth anniversary of Sardar Vallabhbhai
Patel on 31st October.

Library In the library period students drew Diya and listened to the
story about Diwali.

PE Students learnt about karate front, side and upper
punch.They also did upper kick in P.E class.

Primary Section

Academic session 2023-’24 - students of Grades 3 to 10 were taught the
s8ubjects English, Hindi, Mathematics, Science, Social Science and 3rd Language
(Gujarati/Sanskrit). Classes on Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance, Yoga, Arts
iand crafts were also conducted for the students.

Grade 12 students had the teaching periods of the subjects; Physics, Chemistry,
Biology, Mathematics, Business Studies, Commerce, Accountancy, English and
computer.



PREPARATORY STAGE (C3 TO C5)

Grade 3

English
Grammar

Children did practise exercises of conjunctions like for,
because, so and but.

Science Ch:7 Parts of a Plant completed and textual exercise has been
done in class(B/C), difficult words and short answer questions
of chapter 6 Living and Non living things done in 3A.

Mathematics Explanation of basic geometrical concepts and constructing &
measuring line-segment was done. Textual exercises 8.6 and
8.7 were solved.

Hindi

3A-�व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ चभुती भलू के ��न उ�र �लखे। अन�ुछेद "मेरा ��य
खेल"�लखवाया गया।
3 B & C �गनती 1 से 50 का टे�ट �लया गया।
अन�ुछेद "मेरा ��य खेल" �लखाया।
सव�नाम के �लए वा�य �लखवाए।
" पेड़ पौध� का मह�व " को समझाया एवं �व�ृत करवाई गई।

Computer Chapter :-6 Explanation of Introduction of MS Power Point is
completed.
Paragraph on “My favourite festival “ has been typed by the
students in the computer lab in the MS Word-2016.

Music Students sang boogie woogie action song.

Dance Students practised their class Dances for Melange.

PE Students learnt about karate upper, front,side punches.they
also do upper kick in P.E class .

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 4

English Grammar Children did practise exercises of conjunctions like for,
because, so and but.



Maths Explanation of addition and subtraction of like and unlike
fractions was done. Ex-6.5 was solved.
Maths Activity : Activity of finding Equivalent fractions using
fraction kit was done.

Social Studies Chapter 5:- The Coastal plains Excercise in the textbook and
question answer has been completed.
SEC: C New chapter The island was introduced in the class.
Also, Students appeared for the class test of chapter 4

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “સાત � ૂછં�ડયો �દર” પાઠના ��ો�ું લેખન ક�ુ�. “��ુલાનો
��ુ” પાઠની સમજ મેળવી તેમજ તે�ું વાચંન કર� , અઘરા શ�દ -શ�દાથ��ું
લેખન ક�ુ�.

Sanskrit छा�� ने “कः �े�ठः” का अ�यास काय� �कया | नया पाठ “वयं �मामः” के
�याकरण म� वयं , ययूं के बारे म� समझा और पाठ का वांचन �कया |
�જુરાતી - િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “આ” અને “ઈ” ની મા�ાવાળા શ�દો �ું લેખન અને

વાચંન ક�ુ�.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� को अन�ुछेद"पया�वरण" तथा प�-लेखन काय� करवाया गया।

Computer Explanation of ch:5 has been done.Textual exercise of ch:5
has been started in the class.

Music Students sang Hindi prayer.

Dance Students practised their class dances for Melange.

Science Explanation of Ch:8 Adaptation in Animals has been done in
the class.Textual exercise has been started.
Sec:C Short and long question Answers of the Adaptation in
Animals were done in the class. Also, students appeared for
the class test of chapter 7 and 8.

PE Students learnt about karate upper, front,side punches.they
also do upper kick in the P.E class .

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 5

English English Grammar: Chapter-4 Adjectives, explained about
Possessive and Interrogative adjectives. Exercises were
discussed and done in the class.



Social Studies Chapter-10:Advancement in Healthcare, discussed about
Curative Medicine. Word Wise explained and done in the class.

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “કિવ સ�ાટ - રવી��નાથ ટાગોર” પાઠની સમજ મેળવી , તે�ું
વાચંન ક�ુ� ,��ોની ચચા� કર� અને લેખન ક�ુ�.

Sanskrit छा�� ने “परोपकाराय मम जीवनं”का अ�यास काय� �कया | नया पाठ “मम
�दनचया�” के �याकरण म� प�चमी �वभि�त के बारे म� समझा और पाठ का पठन
�कया |
�જુરાતી - િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “ઈ” ની મા�ાવાળા શ�દો �ું લેખન અને વાચંન ક�ુ�.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� को पाठ-9 "�मले सरु मेरा त�ुहारा" के भाषा स�रता संबं�धत ��न उ�र
करवाए गए।
�याकरण-पाठ-7, अ�वकार� श�द -पाठ के बारे म� उदाहरण क� सहायता से समझाया
गया तथा �कार के बारे म� समझाया गया।

Library Time Students enjoyed Quiz on Gk during the library period.

Science Textual exercises and question answers of the chapter Animal
World were completed in the class.

Art & Craft Students practised their class dances for Melange.

Music Students learnt Raag Bhupali.

Computer Students learnt the concept of loops and Types of loops and
definition of Conditional formatting

PE Students learnt about karate upper, front, side punches.they
also do upper kick in P.E class.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calmness and time with “Self”.

MIDDLE STAGE (C6 TO C8)

Grade 6

English Students enhanced their grammar skills on the topic
‘Application Writing’. Textual exercise and practice work of
the same was done.

Mathematics Section A & B: Completed chapter - 8, Ratio, Proportion
and Unitary method.



Science Section A & B: Chapter Habitat of living Organisms
completed in the class.

Social Science Revision of chapter 4 civics Key elements of democratic
government and also completed the textbook exercise of the
same.

Hindi छा�� ने “�परा�मड� के देश म� “ के ��नो के उ�र का लेखन काय� �कया और
अ�यास काय� �कया | नया पाठ “पापा जब ब�चे थे” का पठन �कया और समझा |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “�ું �ં ખાખી બાવો” કિવતાની સમજ મેળવી અને ��ોની ચચા� કર�

તે�ું લેખન ક�ુ�.

Sanskrit छा�� ने सं�कृत म� 1 से 30 क� �गनती का लेखन और वांचन �कया |
�જુરાતી - િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “ઈ” ની મા�ાવાળા શ�દો �ું લેખન અને વાચંન ક�ુ�.

Computer Basic program was done in the computer lab.

Dance Students practised their class dances for Melange.

Music Students did melange songs practice.

PE Students Played Football and Cricket in PE Class.

Library time Students referred to fiction,nonfiction books and magazines
during library time. They returned the issued books.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 7

English Revision of Unit-3 was done in the class.

Mathematics Section A & B: Explanation of increase% and decrease% done
and based on it started Ex - 9.2.

Science Section:A Explanation of the chapter Reproduction in Plants is
going on in the class.

Section B: Transportation in plants and Animals was
completed with Textual questions and answers.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-11'असीम अज़ीम �ेमजी' के ��न��र �कए|

Computer Students created company sign up forms in HTML.



Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “એકિન�ઠ િશ�ય -�બાદાસ ” પાઠની સમજ મેળવી , તે�ું વાચંન
ક�ુ� અને ��ોની ચચા� કર�.

Sanskrit छा�� ने “�व�वब�ध�ुवं” का वग� म�ूयांकन �कया | नया पाठ “�व�याधनं”के �लोक
का गान �कया |
�જુરાતી - િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “ઈ” ની મા�ાવાળા શ�દો �ું લેખન અને વાચંન ક�ુ�.

Social Science
(Civics)

Chapter-5: Growing up as Boys and Girls, explanation of
the chapter done in the class.

Music Students did melange songs practice.

PE Students learnt table tennis during the PE Class.

Dance Students practised their class dances for Melange.

Library Time Students have referred to fiction, nonfiction books and
magazines during library time. They returned the issued books.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 8

English Chapter-8: The Diamond as Big as The Ritz, textual
exercises were explained and done in the class.

Mathematics Explanation of how to find difference between simple and
compound interest done and solved sums based on it from Ex
- 10.2.
Students learnt about the application of percentages, Marked
prices and GST.Ex:9.3 started in the class.

Sanskrit छा�� ने “नी�तनावनीतं” के �लोक का गान �कया और भाषांतर �कया |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “ઉ�કા દશ�ન” પાઠ�ું વાચંન ક�ુ� અને , તેના ��ોની ચચા� કર�
લેખન ક�ુ�.

Science Students were introduced to a new Chapter Friction, wherein
they learnt about , friction, the effects of friction, the causes of
friction, and types of friction. Topic-related Videos shown in the
class.

Social Science
(Geography)

Students were introduced with a new chapter ‘Human
Resources.’



Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-9 'कृ�ण गान' को पढ़ा एवं समझा |

Computer Students learnt the basic overview of openshot software.

Music Students did melange songs practice.

Dance Students practised their class dances for Melange.

PE Students played Football and kho-kho during the PE Class.

Library Time Students referred to fiction,nonfiction books and magazines
during library time. They returned the issued books.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

SECONDARY STAGE (C9 TO C12)

Grade 9

Mathematics Continuing with the chapter “Circle”. Students have
Explained Diwali break homework in class.

Science -Physics Continuing with the chapter Gravitation Wherein the
topics- Thrust, pressure , bounyant force, fluids and some
numericals were covered in the class.

Science - Biology The structure and function of Blood and Lymph were
discussed from the chapter Tissues

Social Science
(Geography)

‘Climate’ chapter was completed and the Diwali practice
work discussion was also done in class.

Social Science
(History)

Students were introduced with a new chapter ‘Forest
Society and Colonialism.’

Computer Students did the practice of Rapid typing 5.0 they
downloaded and installed the Software in the Personal
computer.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने �यावहा�रक �याकरण म� 'अन�ुवार' को समझा |

PE Students played Football and kho-kho games during the PE
Class.



Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

Library Time Students have referred to fiction,nonfiction books and
magazines during library time. They returned the issued
books.

Grade 10

Mathematics Completed Chapter “Circles”. Notebook was completed by
students. Students have performed activities based on
puzzles in the maths lab.

Science-chemistry Continuing with the chapter Carbon and its Compounds
wherein functional groups , homologous series and some
chemical properties of Carbon were discussed.

Science- Biology Notebook work and checking.

Social Science-
Political Science

New chapter was introduced: Outcome of democracy.
Wherein they came to know about accountability,
responsibility and legitimate democracy.

Computer Students learnt the basic shared and record the
spreadsheet in openoffice calc.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

PE Students played cricket and volleyball game during the PE
Class.

Grade 11- Science

Physics Numericals were solved in the class.

Chemistry Chemical properties of Alkenes from the Chapter
Hydrocarbons were discussed.

Chemistry Practical Experiments related to salt analysis were performed by the



students.

Biology The floral morphology -symmetry, arrangement of floral
whorls and functions of each part were discussed from the
chapter Morphology of flowering plants

Mathematics Completed Chapter “Conic Section” . students have
solved problems of hyperbola and completed all textual
exercises of conic section in notebook.

PE Students played table tennis game during the PE Class.
C:6 physical activity and leadership training.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
sessi_on gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

Grade 11 - Commerce

Business Studies Role of small business was explained.

Statistics Students solved the sums of the ongoing chapter ‘Index
Number’ in their notebook.

Accountancy Completed the chapter “Trial Balance”. Students solved
all the sums related to the topic in their notebook.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”

Grade 11- Humanities

Psychology Principles of perception was explained.

Statistics Students solved the sums of the ongoing chapter ‘Index
Number’ in their notebook.

PE Students played table tennis game during the PE Class.
C:6 Physical activity & Leadership Training.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they



learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

Grade 12- Science

Physics Lab Manuals were completed by the students.

Chemistry Important questions from the chapter Biomolecules were
discussed.

Chemistry practical Experiments related to salt analysis were performed by
the students.

Biology Revision and doubt clarification of selected topics

Biology- Practical Students repeated the following practicals:
1. Pollen germination
2. Mitosis

Mathematics Completed chapter “ Three dimensional Geometry”.
Students have solved examples of chapters from textbook
in class.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

PE Students played Football and Cricket game during the PE
Class.

Grade 12- Commerce

Accountancy Completed Chapter “Share Capital”. Solved
comprehensive sums including all major points of the
chapter

Business Studies Completed chapter “Controlling” and discussed the case
study questions and HOTS questions related to all topics of
the chapter.

Macro Economics Students understood the chapter topics determination of



equilibrium, Nominal and real income, disequilibrium in
balance of payment and solved sums of ongoing chapter
‘Open Economy’.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS:

FS DIWALI CELEBRATION: 03-11-2023 (Nursery to C2)

Students did various class activities relevant to Diwali and they were dressed in
their colourful traditional attire to celebrate the festival of light with their peers and
teachers. They were briefed about the importance of celebrating Diwali and also
they were briefed on safety measures to be taken while bursting crackers.
Students enthusiastically participated in the class activity as part of Diwali
celebration. And also few students did Flower Rangoli as a group activity.

Wishing all dear students and parents, “Happy Diwali and a prosperous New
Year”!

STAR OF THE WEEK & MONTH

Each week children are chosen from C1 to C8, by their teacher to be Star of the
Week. This can be for many different reasons: Regularity, Behaviour, Punctuality,
Academics and Discipline. The children are very proud when they get the Star of
the Week badge. This week list is enclosed:



Grade Star of the Week - Students’ name

Grade 1A/B Shrisha Mishra (1A) Devansh Patel(1B)

Grade 1C/D Krisha Singh (1C) Siddh Rathva (1D)

Grade 2A/B Prisha Patel (2A) Shashvat Chauhan (2B)

Grade 2C/D Sahishnu Boddeti (2C) Pahel Joshi (2D)

Grade 3A/B/C Dipika Pandey ( 3B ) Henil Patel (3C)

Grade 4A/B/C Yashvi Joshi (4A) Vedant Rathwa (4B)

Grade 5A/B Shrinidhi Vaghela(5A)

Grade 6A/B
7A/B

Akashara Karkare (6A) Krishna Chaudhari (7A)

Grade 8 Priyanshu Singh (8A)

Grade Star of the Month - Students’ name

Grade 3 A/B/C Rudra Prajapati (3 B)

Grade 4 A/B/C Pranjavi Chhabra (4C)

Grade 5A/B Kush Patel(5A) Aaradhya Sisodiya

Grade 6 Avika Sharma (6B)

Grade 7 Laasya Somasundaram (7B)



NAME OF THE CHILD GRADE DATE TITLE OF THE BOOK

(IF GIFTED)

BIRTHDAYS & BOOK GIFTED

Prakriti Shah LKG A 5-10-2023 -

Aaryansh Pithwa LKG A 26-10–2023 -

Kavish Patel LKG-B 30-10-2018 Stories For Kids

Vihangi Mahida UKG A 03-11-2023 Little red riding hood

Akshat Singh 2A 03/11/23

Mahi Jaiswal 2B 9-10-2015 -

Rency Machhi 2B 31-10-2016 -

Kelin Patel 2D 01/11/23 -

Vidhi Chetwani 2D 31/10/2023 The Great Monkey

Kashvi Jayswal 2D 05/10/23 -

Param Patel 2D 13/10/23 Mickey Mouse

Ritti Prajapati 2D 14/10/23 -

Rithvi Prajapati 2D 14/10/23 -

Vanshika Kashiwala 2D 29/10/23 -

Saanvi Chaudhary 2D 06/10/23 -

Satvik Singh 2D 11/10/23 -


